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Na2Fe2F7: a fluoride-based cathode for high
power and long life Na-ion batteries†

Hyunyoung Park, ‡ab Yongseok Lee, ‡ab Min-kyung Cho,c Jungmin Kang,ab

Wonseok Ko, ab Young Hwa Jung, d Tae-Yeol Jeon,d Jihyun Hong, e

Hyungsub Kim, f Seung-Taek Myung *a and Jongsoon Kim *ab

Despite the high energy density of layered-type cathode materials for Na-ion batteries, their two-

dimensional crystal structure suffers a large volume change and phase transition during Na+ de/

intercalation, which often results in their poor cycling performances. Thus, a robust three-dimensional

framework with minimal structural change is required for stable electrochemical sodium storage. Here,

we introduce an earth-abundant element-based trigonal-type Na–Fe–F compound (Na2Fe2F7) with

three-dimensionally interconnected FeF6 octahedra and three-dimensional Na+ diffusion pathways.

Through combined studies using first-principles calculations and experiments, we confirm that Na2Fe2F7

delivers excellent power-capability due to large three-dimensional Na+ diffusion pathways as well as

ultra-long cycling performance due to negligible structural change during Na+ de/intercalation. These

results will guide new insights for material discovery for high performance rechargeable batteries.

Broader context
We report the trigonal-type Na2Fe2F7 (T-Na2Fe2F7) cathode material with a three-dimensional framework for Na-ion batteries (NIBs). Generally, the layered-type
cathode materials, such as NaxMO2, are considered as a promising cathode for NIBs because of their large gravimetric capacity and facile Na+ diffusion;
however, they exhibit poor cycling performances due to large volume change and phase transition during Na+ de/intercalation. Meanwhile, T-Na2Fe2F7 which
consists of three-dimensionally interconnected FeF6 octahedra with high structural stability has large three-dimensional Na+ diffusion pathways indicating the
feasibility of facile Na+ diffusion resulting in outstanding electrochemical performances. Through first-principles calculations, the theoretical capacity of
T-Na2Fe2F7 was predicted as B184 mA h g�1 via the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox reaction with an average operation voltage of B3.1 V (vs. Na+/Na) corresponding to 2 mol of
Na storage per formula unit of Na2Fe2F7. T-Na2Fe2F7 reached the capacity of B184 mA h g�1 at C/20 (1C = 184 mA g�1), and the specific capacity was retained at
up to B88% over 1000 cycles at 2C compared to the initial capacity. The excellent power-capability and ultra-long cycling performance were based on large
three-dimensional Na+ diffusion pathways by preventing structural change. We believe that our work for T-Na2Fe2F7 will provide insights into high performance
rechargeable batteries.

Introduction

Renewable and sustainable energy sources must be considered to
reduce the environmental impacts of global warming. Lithium-ion
batteries (LIBs) have been predominantly adopted in not only
portable devices but also large-scale energy storage systems (ESSs)
because of their high capacity, long lifetime, and remarkable power-
capability.1–4 However, this system is dependent on the use of
expensive Co and Ni in LiCoO2 and Li[Ni1�x�yCoxAy]O2 (A: Mn or Al),
which are currently used as cathode materials for commercial LIBs.5

Many efforts to introduce economical elements such as Mn and Fe
into LIBs have been made; however, the disproportionation of Mn3+

and the electrochemical inactivity of the Fe3+/Fe4+ redox have
hindered the use of earth-abundant elements in LIBs.

Sodium-ion batteries (NIBs) are considered promising alter-
natives to LIBs owing to the use of earth-abundant sodium as
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the charge carrier and the similar reaction mechanism to that of
LIBs. Potential cathode materials for NIBs include layered-type
sodium metal oxides (NaxMO2),6–9 polyanionic compounds,9–11

Prussian blue compounds,12,13 and organic-based compounds.14,15

Layered NaxMO2 cathode materials have attracted great interest
because their large gravimetric capacity and facile Na+ diffusion
lead to outstanding power-capability. In particular, numerous
Fe- and Mn-based NaxMO2 have been reported as promising
cathodes for NIBs, because of the expected low prodcution cost
by the usage of abundant Fe and Mn elements on the Earth.16,17

Many efforts have been made to introduce Fe into a layered-type
cathode for NIBs. a-NaFeO2 was first discovered to be capable
of chemical Na+ deintercalation accompanying Fe3+/Fe4+ redox
reaction.18 It was reported that O3-type NaFeO2 delivers the
specific capacity of 112 mA h g�1 with an average voltage of
B3.3 V (vs. Na+/Na).19 With deintercalation of more than
0.5 mol Na+ ions at O3-type NaFeO2 when charged to 4.5 V
(vs. Na+/Na), however, the crystal structure is irreversibly changed
by migration of iron ions. And then, the Na1�xFeO2 becomes a
nearly inactive cathode for NIBs. For Mn-based layered cathode
materials,20 large capacities over 180 mA h g�1 have frequently
been achieved in the initial cycles; however, they lack cycling
stability because of Jahn–Teller distortion by Mn3+ ions and phase
transitions such as P2–OP4 or O3–P3 transitions accompanied by
large variations along the c-axis during Na+ de/intercalation.

The combination of Fe and Mn with polyanion-connecting
elements in compounds such as Na(Fe1�xMnx)PO4,21 Na2-
(Fe1�xMnx)PO4F,22 Na(Fe1�xMnx)SO4F,23 and Na2(Fe1�xMnx)2-
(SO4)3

24 has resulted in electrode materials that possess excel-
lent long-term cyclability, with the stronger bonds of P–O and
S–O stabilizing the crystal structure from dramatic variation of
the c-axis of the unit cell. However, these P–O- and S–O-based
connecting elements are also the main factor reducing the
gravimetric capacity relative to that of oxide materials, with
the achievement of gravimetric capacities 4130 mA h g�1

hindered by the small theoretical capacity associated with these
polyanions. To simultaneously achieve the high gravimetric
energy density of layered NaxMO2 and the high structural
stability of polyanions, we focused on fluoride-based compounds
(NaxMyFz) because of the smaller molar weight of fluorine relative
to that of polyanions such as phosphate (PO4) or sulfate (SO4) and
the high operation voltage resulting from the high electro-
negativity of fluorine. Furthermore, most NaxMyFz compounds
such as perovskite-type NaxMF3 and Na3MF6 possess a three-
dimensionally connected framework, which implies their high
structural stability in the Na-deficient phase relative to layered
NaxMO2. However, despite the various merits resulting from the
fluoride-based structure, these compounds delivered relatively
poor electrochemical performance compared with that of layered
NaxMO2 and polyanions.

In the current study, we explored the trigonal-type Na2Fe2F7

(T-Na2Fe2F7) structure based on three-dimensionally connected
FeF6 octahedra, which exhibits a large theoretical capacity as
well as a high operation voltage derived from the inductive
effect by the fluorine-based crystal structure. We confirmed
the three-dimensional Na+ diffusion pathways in the structure

through Rietveld refinement and bond-valence energy land-
scape (BVEL) analyses based on X-ray diffraction (XRD). Using
first-principles calculations, the resulting theoretical capacity
was predicted to reach 184 mA h g�1 assisted by the Fe2+/Fe3+

redox reaction with an average operation voltage of B3.1 V
(vs. Na+/Na) when 2 mol of Na+ was available for de/intercalation
in the formula unit; this capacity is the highest ever reported
among three-dimensionally arranged compounds. A high capacity
of 184 mA h g�1 was delivered at C/20 (1C = 184 mA g�1),
approaching the theoretical limit, associated with a single-phase
reaction without any phase transition and negligible volume
change below B1% during Na+ de/intercalation by the crystal
structure composed of point-shared FeF6 octahedra. This
structural feature resulted in sustainability of the structure
over 1000 cycles at 2C, with over 88% of the initial capacity
retained. Moreover, the specific capacity was retained at up to
B70% of the theoretical capacity even at 5C, indicating out-
standing power-capability of T-Na2Fe2F7 resulting from three-
dimensional Na+ diffusion pathways. In terms of the capacity,
cyclability, power-capability and operation voltage, the present
trigonal Na2Fe2F7 is comparable to layered cathode materials
for NIBs, and the concept of using earth-abundant elements is
suitable for cutting-edge applications for NIBs.

Results and discussion
Merits of T-Na2Fe2F7 structures

In Fig. 1a, the crystal structure of T-Na2M2F7 (M = transition
metal) based on the structural information of T-Na2Fe2F7 is
presented and compared with that of layered-type sodium
transition metal oxides (NaxMO2). Notably, T-Na2M2F7 is
composed of conjugated Na/M layers, which differs from the
clearly separated M and Na layers in the NaxMO2 structure.
Unlike in NaxMO2, where Na+ ion diffusion is only possible via
two-dimensional pathways, the three-dimensionally connected
FeF6 octahedra in T-Na2M2F7 enable the creation of large three-
dimensional Na+ diffusion pathways (Fig. 1b). In particular, the
presence of the three-dimensionally connected framework
implies the high structural stability of the electrode materials
during charge/discharge, as confirmed in previous studies on
polyanion-based electrode materials.25–28 NaxMO2 has been
reported to undergo large elongation/shrinkage of the lattice
parameters in addition to phase transition during charge/
discharge because of the strengthening of the structural
instability by O2�–O2� repulsion during Na+ deintercalation.
Thus, we expected that the three-dimensionally connected FeF6

octahedra could suppress the large structural change of
T-Na2M2F7 during Na+ de/intercalation, resulting in superior
cycling performance and making T-Na2M2F7 a promising
cathode for NIBs compared with NaxMO2 compounds.

T-Na2Fe2F7 was synthesized using a simple conventional solid-
state method. Field-emission transmission electron microscopy
(FE-TEM) combined with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) revealed that Na, Fe, and F elements were homoge-
nously distributed in the T-Na2Fe2F7 particles (Fig. S1, ESI†).
In addition, the atomic ratio of Na : Fe was confirmed to be
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1.99 : 2 for the T-Na2Fe2F7 compound through inductively
coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES)
(Table S1, ESI†). Further observation of the surface morphology
was performed using scanning electron microscope (SEM), and
the particle shape was consistent with the FE-TEM measure-
ments (Fig. S2, ESI†). Additionally, X-ray absorption nearest
edge spectroscopy (XANES) analysis confirmed that the average
oxidation state of Fe was close to Fe2.5+ in T-Na2Fe2F7 (Fig. S3,
ESI†). This result implies that the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox reaction can
be used to reach between T-Na1Fe3+

2F7 on charge (oxidation)
and T-Na3Fe2+

2F7 on discharge (reduction). The resulting crys-
tal structure was determined through Rietveld refinement of
XRD data (Fig. 2a). T-Na2Fe2F7 was stabilized in a trigonal
structure with P3121 space group, and the corresponding lattice
parameters were calculated to be a = b = 7.3774(3) Å, c =
18.2288(12) Å with high reliability (RP = 2.67%, RI = 1.61%,
RF = 1.26%, and w2 = 1.10%). The presence of three Na atomic
sites in T-Na2Fe2F7 was confirmed, namely (i) Na1:6c (0.523,
0.849, 0.6653), (ii) Na2:6c (0.949, 0.186, 0.3357), and (iii) Na3:6c
(0.902, 0.169, 0.8626). Table S2 (ESI†) presents detailed struc-
tural information for T-Na2Fe2F7, including the atomic occu-
pancy, thermal factor (Biso), and occupancies. Interestingly,
half of the Na2 and Na3 sites in the T-Na2Fe2F7 structure are
filled with sodium ions, whereas the Na1 site remains a fully
occupied state. This finding implies that 1 mol of Na ions can
be additionally intercalated into the Na2 and Na3 sites of the
T-Na2Fe2F7 structure to form T-Na3Fe2F7.

Based on the above structural information for T-Na2Fe2F7,
BVEL analysis was performed using the Bond_Str program in

the FullProf package29 to predict the possible Na+ positions
and diffusion pathways in the structure (Fig. 2b and c).
In the T-NaxFe2F7 (1 r x r 3) crystal structure, all the FeF6

octahedra are infinitely connected with each other, and there
are large three-dimensional diffusion pathways, indicating
the feasibility of facile Na+ diffusion. The crystal structure
of T-Na2Fe2F7 was also confirmed through high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) analyses. Fig. S4
(ESI†) shows the d-spacing corresponding to the (011) plane of
T-Na2Fe2F7 (d(011): B6.02 Å). Selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) patterns along the [%2%11] zone-axis also confirmed the
trigonal-based single-crystalline structure of T-Na2Fe2F7. In
addition, it has been reported that various sodiated compounds
readily absorb water molecules in air.30,31 The as-synthesized
T-Na2Fe2F7 was exposed to air for 10 days, and no critical
differences in the XRD patterns or thermogravimetric curves
were observed (Fig. S5 and S6, ESI†), confirming the water
stability of T-Na2Fe2F7 in air relative to other air-sensitive
layered cathode materials.32,33

Electrochemistry of T-Na2Fe2F7 in NIB systems

First-principles calculations were performed for T-NaxFe2F7

(0.5 r x r 3) in the Na-cell system based on the structural
information from the Rietveld refinement and BVEL analyses.
Fig. 3a presents the predicted theoretical redox potentials of the
various T-NaxFe2F7 compositions (0.5 r x r 3). For accurate
prediction of the redox potentials, numerous Na+/vacancy con-
figurations for the T-NaxFe2F7 compositions were generated
using cluster-assisted statistical mechanics (CASM) software,34

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic illustrations of the crystal structures of Na2M2F7 and NaxMO2 (M = transition metal). Note that the three-dimensional framework of
Na2M2F7 enables the three-dimensional diffusion of Na+ ions, whereas the two-dimensional framework of NaxMO2 only allows the migration of Na+ ions
through the Na layer. (b) Various ion diffusion pathways of a Na2M2F7 crystal structure. A magnified view of each Na+ migration pathway is presented, with
the black arrows indicating a possible diffusion pathway of Na+ ions.
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and the resulting theoretical redox potential of T-NaxFe2F7 was
calculated using the following equation:

V ¼ �
E Nax2Fe2F7

� �
� E Nax1Fe2F7

� �
� x2 � x1ð ÞE Nað Þ

x2 � x1ð ÞF

Here, V is the average redox potential of T-NaxFe2F7 in the
compositional range of x1 r x r x2, and E[NaxFe2F7] is the
formation energy of the most stable configuration of
T-NaxFe2F7 calculated using first-principles calculations.
It was predicted that a total of 2 mol Na+ can be reversibly
de/intercalated between T-Na3Fe2F7 and T-Na1Fe2F7 in the
available voltage range (vs. Na+/Na). In addition, there are
several stable intermediate phases between the T-Na3Fe2F7

and T-Na1Fe2F7 phases, which indicates that T-NaxFe2F7 under-
goes a single-phase reaction with monotonously sloped charge/
discharge profiles during Na+ de/intercalation. Fig. 3b shows
that these theoretical results based on first-principles calcula-
tions were in good agreement with the experimentally mea-
sured galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT)
profile of T-NaxFe2F7. In a GITT test, a current density of C/20
was applied for 30 min to measure the closed-circuit voltage
(CCV), and it was turned off for 10 min to obtain the quasi-
open-circuit voltage (QOCV). This comparison indicated a large

specific capacity of 184 mA h g�1, which is the theoretical
capacity, corresponding to 2 mol Na+ de/intercalation per
formula unit. In particular, despite the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox reaction,
T-NaxFe2F7 had a high average operation voltage of B3.1 V (vs.
Na+/Na) with low polarization. Most likely because of the higher
electronegativity of fluorine ions than oxygen ions, electron
transfer from transition-metal elements in T-NaxFe2F7 requires
more energy than that in the oxide matrix under the same
conditions. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider that the
present fluoride-based material brings about a higher opera-
tion voltage than oxide-based electrodes. This is similar to the
increased operation voltage observed in Fe2+/Fe3+ by the induc-
tive effect of P with high electronegativity in LiFePO4.35 These
first-principles calculation results imply that T-NaxFe2F7 can
deliver excellent energy density comparable to that of other
layered-type cathode materials for NIBs.

The electrochemical tests were performed at various
discharge current rates and fixed charge current rate of C/20
(1C = 184 mA g�1), in the voltage range of 1.5–4.3 V. Note that in
addition to delivering a large specific capacity of 184 mA h g�1

with an average operation voltage of B3.1 V (vs. Na+/Na),
T-NaxFe2F7 also exhibited outstanding power-capability as a
cathode for NIBs (Fig. 3c and d). Notably, even at 5C, the

Fig. 2 (a) Rietveld refinement of the XRD pattern of T-Na2Fe2F7. (b) Three-dimensional and (c) two-dimensional bond-valence sum energy map of
T-Na2Fe2F7 with all possible Na+ diffusion pathways in the crystal structure.
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specific capacity of T-NaxFe2F7 was retained up to B129 mA h g�1,
corresponding to B70% of its theoretical capacity. Moreover,
we predicted the theoretical activation barrier energies for the
Na+ diffusion pathways in T-NaxFe2F7 using the nudged elastic
band (NEB) method based on first-principles calculations
(Fig. 3e). The activation barrier energies were considered suffi-
ciently low for facile Na+ migration along three-dimensional

pathways in the structure. These findings indicate the suitable
power-capability of T-NaxFe2F7 in Na cells. In particular, we
verified the ultra-long cycling performance with more than
B88% capacity retention for 1000 cycles at 2C (Fig. 3f).
The applicability of Na2Fe2F7 was further examined by pairing
with a hard-carbon anode. Before the full-cell assembly,
pre-treatment of both electrodes was performed, including

Fig. 3 (a) Formation energy with derived theoretical voltage of T-NaxFe2F7 (0.5 r x r 3). (b) Comparison of theoretical voltage prediction and GITT
spectra for T-NaxFe2F7 (1 r x r 3). (c) Charge/discharge curves of T-Na2Fe2F7 in the range of 1.5–4.3 V at various discharge current rates and a charge
current rate of C/20. (d) Power-capability of T-Na2Fe2F7. (e) Three-dimensional Na+ diffusion pathways with energy landscape determined using the NEB
method in the T-NaxFe2F7 structure. (f) Cycling performance of T-Na2Fe2F7 over 1000 cycles at 2C.
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pre-cycling of the hard carbon anode between 0.01 and 2 V (vs.
Na+/Na) to eliminate the irreversible initial capacity and full
discharge of the T-NaxFe2F7 cathode to 1.5 V (vs. Na+/Na). The
full cell delivered an initial specific capacity of 118 mA h g�1,
with a capacity retention of over 88% for 1000 cycles at a
current density of 368 mA g�1 (Fig. S7, ESI†). In addition,
T-Na2Fe2F7 without pre-sodiation just exhibits reversible
1 mol Na+ de/intercalation at a T-Na2Fe2F7//hard carbon
full-cell system, which indicates that the full-cell capacity is
cut in approximately half compared to a pre-sodiated
T-Na3Fe2F7//hard carbon full-cell system (Fig. S8, ESI†). Notably,
T-NaxFe2F7 was able to retain its original morphology and crystal
structure for 1000 cycles (Fig. S9 and S10, ESI†). The electro-
chemical performance of T-NaxFe2F7 was more prominent
compared with that of other cathode materials for NIBs with
high-voltage and high-capacity characteristics such as layered-
type oxides, polyanions and Prussian-blue (Fig. 4 and Table S3
(ESI†)), including a large energy density of B400 W h kg�1 at a
power density of 2852 W kg�1 and B88% capacity retention
after 1000 cycles.36–45 Besides, to identify the interface product
after a long-term cycle, we performed X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) analyses on 1-cycled and 1000-cycled
T-Na2Fe2F7 electrodes and compared them. As presented in
Fig. S11 (ESI†), it was verified that the cathode–electrolyte
interface (CEI) of T-Na2Fe2F7 electrodes is well retained
even after 1000 cycles without severe change, which is also
considered as one of the reasons for the highly stable cycling
performance of T-Na2Fe2F7 electrodes under the NIB system.

In addition, we compared the XRD patterns of hard carbon
electrodes before and after cycling for 1000 cycles. As presented
in Fig. S12 (ESI†), it is difficult to detect considerable change of
XRD patterns after 1000 cycles, because the pristine hard
carbon electrode exhibits originally the low crystalline phase.
However, it was observed that the (200) XRD peak at the 1000-
cycled hard carbon electrode becomes more broad with lowered
intensity compared to that at the pristine hard carbon, which
indicates that structural degradation occurred at the hard
carbon during repeated 1000 cycles. Moreover, SEM analyses
revealed that numerous cracks are generated on the surface of
the hard carbon electrode surface after 1000 cycles, whereas
the surface of the T-Na2Fe2F7 electrode is stably retained
under the same conditions (Fig. S13, ESI†). Furthermore, we
prepared cross-SEM analyses for the T-Na2Fe2F7 electrode
before and after cycling for 1000 cycles. As shown in Fig. S14
(ESI†), the T-Na2Fe2F7 electrode is stably maintained on the
aluminum foil even after 1000 cycles, without severe cracking,
volume expansion or electrode exfoliation. These results indi-
cate that hard carbon experiences large volume change during
repeated charge/discharge compared to T-Na2Fe2F7. Thus, we
confirmed that the failure mechanism for the T-NaxFe2F7//
hard carbon full cell is determined by not T-NaxFe2F7 but hard
carbon.

Reaction mechanism of T-Na2Fe2F7 during Na+ de/intercalation

We speculated that the exceptional excellent cyclability of
T-NaxFe2F7 could likely be attributed to the simple and small
structural change resulting from the strong bonds in the FeF6

octahedra during Na+ de/intercalation. To obtain insight into
the structural change during charge/discharge, the T-NaxFe2F7

electrode was investigated using operando synchrotron XRD
(o-SXRD) (Fig. 5a). In addition, Fig. S15 (ESI†) shows the full
operando synchrotron XRD patterns of T-NaxFe2F7. Overall, the
XRD peaks of T-NaxFe2F7 monotonously shifted during charge/
discharge, although the amplitude was very small in 2y. The
relative intensities of the XRD peaks, such as the (003) and
(202) peaks, gradually varied during charge/discharge because
of reversible Na+ de/intercalation (Fig. 5b). Through Rietveld
refinement analyses, we verified that despite the large size of
Na+, the total volume difference between the fully charged
T-Na1Fe2F7 and fully discharged T-Na3Fe2F7 was less than 1%
(Fig. 5c and d), which is significantly less than the volume
change observed in not only layered-type cathode materials but
also various polyanionic cathode materials for NIBs during
charge/discharge (Fig. S16, ESI†).21,46–50 Moreover, we per-
formed ex situ XRD analyses of T-NaxFe2F7 electrodes with
various Na contents (Fig. S17, ESI†). Continuous shift of the
XRD peaks was observed during Na+ de/intercalation at the
T-NaxFe2F7 structure. Through Rietveld refinement, we calcu-
lated the lattice parameters and volume of the various
T-NaxFe2F7 electrodes, which indicates that the total volume
difference between T-Na1Fe2F7 and T-Na3Fe2F7 was just B0.97%
(Fig. S18, ESI†). These ex situ XRD results are well matched with
the operando synchrotron XRD results. We speculate that the
negligible volume change of T-NaxFe2F7 during charge/discharge

Fig. 4 (a) Ragone plot of T-Na2Fe2F7 and other cathode materials for
NIBs. (b) Comparison of the cycling performance of T-Na2Fe2F7 and other
cathode materials for NIBs.
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results can be attributed to (1) the well-retained trigonal-based
crystal structure without any phase transition during Na+

de/intercalation unlike in layered-type cathode materials for
NIBs and (2) the crystal structure of T-NaxFe2F7 based on
corner-shared FeF6 octahedra providing more freedom for
rotation of the octahedra, allowing suppression of severe
volume expansion/shrinkage during Na+ de/intercalation,
unlike in layered-type cathode materials based on edge-
shared MO6 octahedra.

Moreover, we observed that the broadness of the XRD peaks
reversibly increased and decreased with variation of the resi-
dual strain as a function of Na content in the structure, which is
another reason for Na+ de/intercalation in T-NaxFe2F7 during
charge/discharge. The lattice strain was calculated using the
Williamson–Hall isotropic strain model (W–H ISM).51,52 Before

estimating the lattice strain, the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) corrected for peak broadening due to the instrumental
effect was calculated using the following equation:

bhkl ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
bo2 � bi2

q
;

where bhkl is the corrected FWHM, bo is the observed FWHM,
and bi is the instrumental broadening, which was collected
from lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) standard powder.53 The
corrected FWHM is represented by the contribution of lattice
strain and crystallite size in the W–H ISM. The two independent
factors, lattice strain and crystallite size, also contributed to the
total peak broadening, as expressed in the following equation:

bhkl cos yhkl ¼
Kl
D
þ 4e sin yhkl ;

Fig. 5 (a) o-SXRD patterns of T-NaxFe2F7 (1 r x r 3) during charge/discharge. (b) Magnified view of o-SXRD patterns with charge/discharge curves of
T-NaxFe2F7 (1 r x r 3). (c and d) Change in (c) lattice parameter and (d) volume as a function of Na content in T-NaxFe2F7 (1 r x r 3) verified through
Rietveld refinement.
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where yhkl is the Bragg angle, K is the shape factor (=0.9), l is
the X-ray wavelength, and e is the lattice strain. Using the
equation mentioned above, this information can be expressed
in the form of a linear fitting plot with an x-axis of 4 sin yhkl and
y-axis of bhkl cos yhkl (Fig. S19, ESI†). As shown in Table S4
(ESI†), it is reasonable that the lattice strain of NaxFe2Fe7

gradually increases (or decreases) with Na+ intercalation (or
deintercalation). The total lattice-strain change of NaxFe2Fe7

during charge/discharge based on the o-SXRD patterns is
B0.249%, in good agreement with the small volume change
of NaxFe2Fe7 during Na+ de/intercalation. Moreover, based on
the ex situ XRD patterns of T-NaxFe2F7, we performed William-
son–Hall isotropic strain analyses carefully. As presented in
Fig. S20 and Table S5 (ESI†) below, it was verified that the total
lattice-strain change of NaxFe2Fe7 during charge/discharge,
based on the ex situ XRD data, was just B0.254%, which is
consistent with o-SXRD result. This result on the variation of
the lattice strain also indicates the reversible Na+ de/intercalation
in the T-NaxFe2Fe7 structure during charge/discharge.

Further analyses using TEM clearly confirmed that T-NaxFe2F7

undergoes small structural change despite 2 mol Na+ de/inter-
calation. Fig. 6 shows only small differences in the SAED patterns
of the as-prepared, fully charged, and fully discharged samples;
the SAED patterns of the three samples were also consistent
with the simulated pattern of T-Na2Fe2F7 along the [%2%11] zone
axis. The d-spacing of the (011) plane of the T-Na2Fe2F7 phase was
observed to slightly increase (or decrease) during discharge (or
charge) (Fig. S21, ESI†), which is consistent with the o-SXRD
results. In addition, we performed TEM-based electron energy
loss spectroscopy (TEM-EELS) analyses on the three samples.
It was revealed that the reversible Fe2+/Fe3+ redox reaction of

T-NaxFe2F7 occurred during charge/discharge (Fig. 7a), which also
indicates the good preparation of the as-prepared, fully charged,
and fully discharged samples with different Na contents.54

Moreover, ex situ XANES analyses confirmed that the Fe K-edge
of T-NaxFe2F7 shifted toward lower (higher) energy levels during
discharge (charge) (Fig. 7b). These results indicate the reversible
Fe2+/Fe3+ redox reaction arising from 1 mol Na+ deintercalation
from the T-Na2Fe2F7 structure as well as additional 1 mol Na+

intercalation in the structure (a total of 2 mol Na+ de/intercalation
at T-NaxFe2F7). These ex situ TEM-EELS and XANES results were
also confirmed by first-principles calculations. Fig. 7c shows that
the total integrated spin number on Fe ions in T-Na1Fe2F7 and
T-Na3Fe2F7 was five and four, respectively, indicating the occur-
rence of Fe2+/Fe3+ redox reaction at T-NaxFe2F7 during charge/
discharge. In addition, because of the weaker bond between Fe2+

and F� than between Fe3+ and F�, the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox reaction
affects the local structural change of Fe–F bonding in the
T-NaxFe2F7 structure. Ex situ extended X-ray absorption fine
structure (EXAFS) analyses revealed that the Fe–F bond distance
slightly increased with reduction from Fe3+ to Fe2+ during Na+

intercalation (Fig. 7d), as verified through first-principles calcula-
tions (Fig. 7e). Moreover, we conducted the EXAFS fitting for
T-NaxFe2F7 (1 r x r 3) (Fig. S22 and Table S6, ESI†). The fitting
process was performed under k2-weight conditions in the fitting
range of 1.0–2.2 Å for the first shell, corresponding to the Fe–F
bond. The amplitude reduction factor, S0

2, was set to 1.0. As a
result, the average Fe–F bonding distance increased from 1.925 Å
to 2.127 Å with Na+ intercalation into T-NaxFe2F7, which was
consistent with the first-principles calculations results. Based on
the various experimental and computational results, we con-
firmed that the small structural change during charge/discharge
is the driving force that enables the ultra-long cycling perfor-
mance of T-NaxFe2F7 as a promising cathode for NIBs.

Conclusions

In this work, we investigated the use of earth-abundant
elements such as Na, Fe, and F in promising cathodes for
NIBs. The structural stabilization toward a T-Na2Fe2F7 three-
dimensional framework resulted in facile Na+ de/interaction
into/out of the generated large three-dimensional Na+ diffusion
pathway via a solid-solution reaction from Na1Fe(3+)

2F7 to
Na3Na(2+)

2F7 as well as high structural stability, preventing
considerable structural change during charge/discharge. The
movement of 2 mol Na+ per formula unit corresponds to the
theoretical capacity (184 mA h g�1), which is the highest value
ever achieved for three-dimensional structured compounds.
Furthermore, the interaction of the inductive effect with the
highest electronegativity of F ions is a plausible explanation for
the acceptable average operation voltage of B3.1 V (vs. Na+/Na)
despite the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox reaction. The outstanding power-
capability is attributed to the low activation barrier energy for
facile Na+ diffusion in the structure, which enables high
capacity delivered at 5C that reaches B70% of the theoretical
capacity. The long-term structural stability was further confirmedFig. 6 SAED pattern of T-NaxFe2F7 (1 r x r 3).
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at 2C, namely, B88% capacity retention for 1000 cycles. Despite
the outstanding electrochemical performances such as stable
cycling performance and large specific capacity, the following
issues should be solved for applications of T-Na2Fe2F7 as the
cathode for commercialized NIBs; (1) a pre-sodiation process by
Na-deficient phase, (2) a nanosizing process by low electronic
conductivity and (3) low density by nanosized particles. Thus,
follow-up studies will be focused on in the future, such as
addition of Na-ion sacrificial salt to the cathode for compensation
of deficient Na ions and homogenous particle coating of con-
ductive materials for enhancing electronic conductivity without
nanosizing. We expect that our work will introduce a milestone
for the discovery of new low-cost cathode materials with high
power-capability and long-term cyclability for not only NIBs but
also other types of rechargeable batteries. In addition, the usage of
earth-abundant Na and Fe element implies the potentially low
production cost. If the comparison standard for determining the
production cost is just metal price, T-Na2Fe2F7 has a great merit
compared to other well-known cathode materials for NIBs such as
NaxCu1–y–zFeyMnzO2,55–58 because of lower price of Fe than those

of other metals such as Cu and Mn. Moreover, more outstanding
cyclability of T-Na2Fe2F7 than oxide-based cathode materials for
NIBs can result in a decreased number of times for replacing
batteries, which is also one of the high cost-competitive points of
T-Na2Fe2F7. Whereas degrees of freedom in precursor selection
are high for perpetration of other oxide-based cathode materials,
fluoride-based precursors should be used for preparation of
T-Na2Fe2F7. Thus, we guess mass-production of fluoride-based
precursors is very important to prepare T-Na2Fe2F7 at a low price
industrially.
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